Abstract 2D-Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra are used in the (structural) analysis of small molecules. In contrast to 1D-NMR spectra, 2D-NMR spectra correlate the chemical shifts of 1 H and 13 C at the same time. A spectrum consists of several peaks in a twodimensional space. The most important information of a peak is the location of its center, which captures the bonding relationships of hydrogen and carbon atoms. A spectrum contains much information about the chemical structure of a product, but in most cases the structure cannot be read off in a simple and straightforward manner. Structure elucidation involves a considerable amount (manual) efforts. Using high-field NMR spectrometers, many 2D-NMR spectra can be recorded in short time. So the common situation is that a lab or company has a repository of 2D-NMR spectra, partially annotated with the structural information. For the remaining spectra the structure in unknown. In case two research labs are collaborating, the repositories will be merged and annotations shared. We reduce that problem to the task of finding duplicates in a given set of 2D-NMR spectra. Therefore, we propose a simple but robust definition of 2D-NMR duplicates, which allows for small measurement errors. We give a quadratic algorithm for the problem, which can be implemented in SQL. Further, we analyze a more abstract class of heuristics, which are based on selecting particular peaks. Such a heuristic works as a filter step on the pairs of possible duplicates and allows false positives. We compare all methods with respect to their run time. Finally we discuss the effectiveness of the duplicate definition on real data.
usual visualizations of 2D NMR spectra are contour plots as shown in figure 1 . A threshhold removes contour lines in low intensity regions, because they are produced by random fluctuations. An ideal peak would be represented as small dot. However, if only a limited resolution is available (depending on the strength of the magnetic field) multiple peaks may appear as a single merged object with non-convex shape. In contrast to 1D-Spectra the second dimension diminishs the problem of high intensity peaks masking nearby low intensity signals.
The peak pattern is very characteristic and specific for a particular substance. In the biochemical literature, peaks are noted by their two-dimensional position without any information about the shape of the peak. Thus, we represent a peak of a spectrum as a two-dimensional point. However, in a spectrum measured with low resolution two different peaks, which are close together, may be merged and so both are represented by a single point.
Since modern NMR devices allow the automatic analysis of many probes per day, the number of spectra in a database can be up to several thousands. Because deducing the chemical structure of a complex organic substance from the spectrum is still difficult, most of the NMR data is unpublished -but contains a lot of experimental knowledge. We face the following situation that on the one hand we have a lot of experimental data measured automatically and on the other hand for only a small fraction of the spectra the chemical structure is known. Data mining can help to relate spectra for which the chemical structure is unknown to those which have already been investigated.
One problem is to find whether a substance has already been examined and the structure is known. As the NMR spectra can be measured with different resolution, some of the peaks may be merged in the spectrum with lower resolution and the task of finding duplicates is not trivial. A method which is able to find duplicates could be used for data integration in case two or more labs share their data.
Our contributions in this paper are:
• We propose a simple but robust definition of 2D-NMR duplicates, which allows for small measurement errors.
• We give a quadratic algorithm which can be implemented in SQL.
• We develop a more abstract class of heuristics, which act as a filter for possible pairs of duplicates.
• All methods are implemented in standard SQL, which allow an easy dissemination of the technology.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: First we discuss some related work in section 2. Then we introduce a simple definition of similarity, which in turn is used to define fuzzy duplicates. In section 4 we discuss properties of our duplicate definition and introduce our methodology for finding duplicates in section 5. In section 6, we conduct experiments with real data and with section 7 we conclude the paper.
Related Work
Duplicate detection can be seen as a special case of content-based similarity search. Pairs of duplicates are spectra, whose similarity exceeds a certain cutoff value. While content-based similarity search is already in use for 1D-NMR spectra [11, 1, 15, 10, 2] , to the best of our knowledge, no effective similarity search method is known for 2D-NMR-spectra. Besides technical details, such as the choice of a particular cutoff value, the problem of an approach purely based on similarity is, that the similarity between all pairs of spectra has to be computed. This leads to a run time that is quadratic in the number of spectra, which is prohibitive for large spectra databases. In case of duplicate detection, more efficient algorithms are needed.
Various aspects of detecting duplicates have received attention in the past database-and information retrieval research, such as near-duplicate detection of documents. The efficient detection of near-duplicate documents has been studied by several authors [4, 17] . In particular near-duplicate detection of web documents is an quite active research area [8, 5, 7] . The difference between near-duplicate documents and fuzzy duplicates of 2D-NMR spectra is that documents are composed of discrete entities, namely words or index terms, whereas 2D-NMR spectra consist of continuous 2D points. The crucial difference is that the matching operation for words is transitive but not for 2D points. An extension of near-duplicate documents are duplicates in XML documents [16] , where the set of terms is organized as tree.
The techniques, especially Bloom filters, might be applicable to NMR spectra as well, and future research will shown how they perform in in our scenario.
Finally, the detection of duplicates in images [9] is slightly related to our research, since 2D-NMR spectra could be considered to be images as well. However, the used techniques e.g. in [9] ensure invariance wrt. scaling, shifting and rotation, which is not meaningful in case of 2D-NMR spectra.
Definition of Similarity and Fuzzy Duplicates
A two-dimensional spectrum of an organic substance captures many chemical characteristics such as rings and chains.
The | · | function denotes the size of the spectrum |A| = n.
The number of peaks per spectrum in our database is typically between 4 and 30. Our definition of duplicates is based on the idea that peaks can be matched. Since spectra are measured experimentally, the peak positions differ even between repeated measurements. Therefore, peaks cannot be matched using their exact positions, but some deviation must be allowed. A simple and effective approach is to require that a peak matches another peak within a certain spatial neighborhood. The neighborhood is defined by the ranges α and β. Based on the notion of matching peaks, we can define a set-oriented similarity measure, from which in turn we derive the definition of duplicates as a special case. Note, that a single peak of a spectrum can match several peaks from another spectrum. Given two spectra A and B, the subset of peaks from A for which exist matching partners in B, is denoted as matches(A, B) = {x : x ∈ A, ∃y ∈ B : x matches y}. The function matches is not symmetric, but can be used to define a symmetric similarity measure An important application of similarity search is the detection of duplicates to increase the data quality of a collection of 2D-NMR-spectra. Clearly, a naïve definition of duplicates that requires two duplicate spectra A and B to have the same size and the peaks at the same positions misses many duplicates. The reason is that the spectra are measured experimentally and peak positions differ even if the same probe is analyzed twice. So flexibility should be allowed for the peak positions. Another problem occurs if two spectra of the same substance are measured with different resolutions. In case a spectrum is measured with low resolution it may happen that neighboring peaks are merged to a single one. These cases can not be handled if the matches are restricted to an oneto-one relationship, and that a single peak from spectrum A can be matching partner for two close peaks from spectrum B (see figure 2 ).
We propose a definition of fuzzy duplicates based on the similarity measure, which can deal with both problems mentioned, namely deviances in peak measurements as well as merged peaks.
Definition 4 A pair of 2D-NMR-spectra A and B are fuzzy duplicates, iff sim(A, B) = 1.
With this definition it is only required that every peak of a spectrum finds at least one matching peak in the other spectrum. The parameters α and β can be chosen with application knowledge of typical variances of single peak measurements. In our application, we chose α = 3 ppm ( 
Theoretical Complexity Considerations
Our definition has several properties: First, the duplicate definition is symmetric, that means if spectrum A is a duplicate for spectrum B than B is also a duplicate for A. At a first glance there is nothing spectacular about this, but this property will prove useful in section 5.2. The second observation is that our duplicate definition is not transitive, that means if A is duplicate for B and B is duplicate for C that not necessarily A is duplicate for C. An example for this fact is sketched in figure 3 . The reason is the nature of continuous measurements of the peak coordinates.
The lack of transitivity has the consequence that a set of duplicate spectra (all pairs of spectra of the set are duplicates) cannot be represented by a single spectrum, which would ease the detection of duplicates, since all spectra which are duplicates of the representative are also pairwise duplicates. Because fuzzy duplicates of 2D-NMR spectra do not have this property, all pairs of the set have to be checked in order to comprise a set of duplicates. Thus, the complexity of an algorithm that detects all duplicates in a set of spectra has a quadratic worst case run time. Therefore we have to resort to heuristics which reduce the average runtime on typical data sets. A general method to derive such heuristic is to find necessary conditions which can quickly eliminate many pairs of possible duplicates. The remaining pairs have to be checked with the original definition of duplicates in order to eliminate false duplicates.
Finding Duplicates

The Naïve Method
Given the definition of duplicates we can search the data to eliminate them. The straight forward implementation of the duplicate definition is to check every pair of spectra, whether the pair is covered by the duplicate definition or not. Such a pair checking can be formulated as SQL query. We assume the spectra to be stored in a relational database with the following schema: spectrum(spectrumId, name, n) peak(spectrumId,peakId,c,h)
In order to allow fast access to the tuples in the tables the attributes spectrumID and peakID are indexed. The peaks of a spectrum A are represented by n = |A| tuples in the peak table. An example for a query to find all duplicate with α = 3 ppm and β = 0.3 ppm is shown below. 
Framework for fast Duplicate Detection
To reduce the complexity of the naïve method, we need to develop heuristics which (i) quickly check necessary conditions of a pair of spectra to be a duplicate and (ii) avoid false negatives so that no duplicate pairs are missed. A single heuristic may not reduce the number of candidate pairs significantly. Thus, several heuristics can be combined by requiring that all heuristic checks are true, which is a logical AND.
In general, the output of a heuristic is a set of candidate pairs which passed the test of some necessary condition for duplicates. Given the set of spectra S containing m spectra, such an output can be represented by a bit matrix F ∈ {0, 1} m×m . In order to reduce the number of candidate pairs several heuristics can be combined. The combination of several heuristics with outputs
. Such a bit matrix usually contains many zeros and a few ones, so it can be stored as a sparse matrix. Intermediate results during the combination of outputs of several heuristics should be kept small. Therefore the processing order should go from the matrix with the smallest number of ones to the matrix with the largest number of ones.
How to find heuristics which implement necessary conditions for a pair being a duplicate in a systematic way? A simple strategy to generate such heuristics is to select a peak x from a spectrum A and search for neighboring peaks of the selected peak. The spectra which have a peak in the neighborhood of x are candidates for being a duplicate of A. All other spectra cannot be duplicates for A and are therefore excluded from further examination. We call such heuristics peak selecting heuristics.
Our definition of duplicates is symmetric, that means when A is duplicate of B then B is also a duplicate of A. In general, the output of a peak selecting heuristic is not symmetric, because the peak selected from A is not necessarily in the neighborhood of the peak selected from B. There are two options to deal with symmetry. First, symmetry can be used as additional filter. In case, F ij = 1 and F ji = 0 the one of F ij can be zeroed. The second option is to ignore symmetry and compute only one half of the bit matrix, such as the upper triangle. The questions is whether the costs to check the additional candidates being generated by ignoring symmetry is lower than the costs to compute the lower triangle bit matrix. We argue that it is beneficial to check a few more candidates to save the costs for the lower triangle bit matrix.
If half of the bit matrix is not computed, the question arises whether we can decrease the number of ones in the upper triangle matrix by selecting a special permutation of rows and columns. The costs to find such a permutation should be small, as it is only beneficial, if those costs pay off by the costs for the saved candidates. Two permutations are interesting candidates: the first permutation is to sort the spectra by the number of peaks in increasing order. Thus, rows corresponding to spectra with many peaks are at the bottom of the matrix and do not contribute much to the upper triangle of the matrix. The second permutation is to sort the spectra by the sum of the densities of their peaks in increasing order: rows corresponding to spectra with peaks in high density regions in the peak space are at the bottom of the matrix and do not contribute much to the upper triangle of the matrix. The density in the peak space can be estimated by a two-dimensional histogram.
In case of peak selecting heuristics, the optimal peak we can select for each spectrum is a peak with the minimal number of matching peaks from other spectra. The set of spectra having a matching peak for the peak x ∈ A is denoted by
An optimal peak x ∈ A has the property |N (x)| = min x ∈A {|N (x )|}. Thus, in order to be able to select an optimal peak, it is required to know the total set of spectra S. In contrast to the optimal peak selecting heuristic, the simplest peak selecting heuristic is to select a peak at random from each spectrum. This heuristic will serve as base line condition. Other possible heuristics include Minimal C-Shift Select the peak x ∈ A with x.c = min x ∈A {x .c} Minimal H-Shift Select the peak x ∈ A with x.h = min x ∈A {x .h} Maximal C-Shift Select the peak x ∈ A with x.c = max x ∈A {x .c} Maximal H-Shift Select the peak x ∈ A with x.h = max x ∈A {x .h}
SQL Implementation of the Heuristics
In this section we describe our implementation of the heuristics in standard SQL on ORACLE 10g, but the statements can execute on other standard database management systems like IBM DB2 or Postgres as well.
The general idea of peak selecting heuristics is to select a peak from a spectrum with a particular property and find all spectra which have a matching peak for the selected one. Those spectra are the duplicate candidates which have to be checked by the duplicate definition.
The optimal peak selecting heuristic minimizes the length of the candidate list for a spectrum by determining for each spectrum the peak with the smallest number of neighboring peaks. The geometric approach would be to issue for each peak of a spectrum a region query to retrieve the peaks in the neighborhood. Such queries can be efficiently supported by R * -trees or a similar spatial index structures. In our application setting, the peaks are two-dimensional points and the neighborhood definition is the same for all peaks. So, the use of a complex index structure like the R * -tree seems overkill, since the R * -tree also has to be build first, which may involve large costs. A second disadvantage is that such index structures are available for most database systems only as add-ons. Therefore we focus on a simpler solution based on standard SQL 99. real numbers and delivers a pair of integers. An equidistant grid depends on the sizes of the intervals along the dimensions w c , w h ∈ R and the origin o ∈ R 2 of the grid. In general, the grid function can be denoted like:
All points in a grid cell are mapped to the same integer coordinates. The ideal case occurs if a peak is placed exactly at the center of a grid cell, then the cell with the widths w c = 2 · α and w h = 2 · β respectively includes all matching peaks defined by α and β. However, since a peak may be placed anywhere within the cell, it captures only a fraction of the peaks' neighborhood. Our idea is to use four shifted grids, where a single peak is member of four grid cells. The shifts of the grids are determined such that the union of all four grid cells includes the whole neighborhood. The situation is illustrated in figure 4 , which shows the four cells which include a given peak.
Thus, we obtain the following property. For any o ∈ R 
That property allows to approximate the neighborhoods of all peaks with grids. Grids can be implemented in typical databases using the ROUND function together with the GROUP BY clause. To save recalculations of the grid coordinates we added appropriate columns to the peak table. Using the choices for α = 3 ppm and β = 0.3, the altered peak table is defined as: peak(spectrumId,peakId,c,h, g1c,g1h,g2c,g2h,g3c,g3h,g4c,g4h) update peaks set g1c=floor(c/6.0) update peaks set g1h=floor(h/0.6) update peaks set g2c=floor((c+3.0)/6.0) update peaks set g2h=floor(h/0.6) update peaks set g3c=floor(c/6.0) update peaks set g4h=floor((h+0.3)/0.6) update peaks set g4c=floor((c+3.0)/6.0) update peaks set g4h=floor((h+0.3)/0.6) All of the discrete integer attributes are indexed. For better readability and to reduce recalculations we define views for intermediate results. In the first view we determine for the peaks of all spectra the number of neighboring peaks.
create view spec_peak_no as select a.spectrumId, a.peakId, sum(peaksPerCell) as peakNo from peaks a, ( select g1c, g1h, g2c, g2h,g3c, g3h, g4c, g4h, count( * ) as peaksPerCell from peaks group by g1c, g1h, g2c, g2h, g3c, g3h, g4c, g4h ) b where (a.g1c=b.g1c and a.g1h=b.g1h) or (a.g2c=b.g2c and a.g2h=b.g2h) or (a.g3c=b.g3c and a.g3h=b.g3h) or (a.g4c=b.g4c and a.g4h=b.g4h) group by a.spectrumId, a.peakId
In a second step we determine for each spectrum the peak with the minimal number of neighboring peaks. In case the minimum is not unique we take the peak with the lowest peakId.
create view spec_min_peak as select a.spectrumId, min(b.peakId) as peakId, a.minPeakNo from ( select spectrumId, min(peakNo) as minPeakNo from spec_peak_no group by spectrumId ) a, spec_peak_no b where a.spectrumId=b.spectrumId and a.minPeakNo=b.peakNo group by a.spectrumId, minPeakNo
In the last step we generate a unique list of pairs of spectrumId's which have to be checked whether they are covered by the duplicate definition, based on the neighborhoods of the selected peaks:
create view compare_spec_multiple as select x.spectrumId as spectrumId1, x.n as n1, y.spectrumId as spectrumId2, y.n as n2 from ( select distinct a.spectrumId as s_id1, b.spectrumId as s_id2 from spec_min_peak_multiple a, peaks a_help, peaks b where a.spektrum_id=a_help.spektrum_id and a.peak_id=a_help.peak_id and a.spectrumId < b.spectrumId and ((a_help.g1c=b.g1c and a_help.g1h=b.g1h) or (a_help.g2c=b.g2c and a_help.g2h=b.g2h) or (a_help.g3c=b.g3c and a_help.g3h=b.g3h) or (a_help.g4c=b.g4c and a_help.g4h=b.g4h)) ) cs, spectrum x, spectrum y where cs.s_id1=x.spectrumId and cs.s_id2=y.spectrumId
The last view replaces the self join of the spectrum table (line 3) in the SQL statement for the naïve method. The difference is that the number of pairs which have to be checked is much smaller.
The heuristics minimal-C shift, maximal C shift, minimal H shift, and maximal H shift are simpler to implement. The view to create the candidates based on minimal-C shift is as follows.
create view compare_spec_minC as select Aspec.spectrumId, Aspec.n, Bspec.spectrumId, Bspec.n from ( select distinct P.spectrumID as AspectrumID, P2.spectrumID as BspectrumID from ( select P.spectrumID, min(P.peakID) min_peakID from ( select P.spectrumID as spectrumID, min(c) as minc from peaks P group by P.spectrumID ) P_min_c, peaks P where P_min_c.spectrumID=P.spectrumID AND P.c=P_min_c.minc group by P.spectrumID ) P_peak, peaks P, peaks P2 where P_peak.spectrumID=P.spectrumID AND P.spectrumID < P2.spectrumID AND P_peak.min_peakID=P.peakID AND (abs(P.c-P2.c)<=3 AND abs(P.h-P2.h)<=0.3) ) C, spectrum Aspec, spectrum Bspec where C.AspectrumId=Aspec.spectrumId AND C.BspectrumId=Bspec.spectrumId
The views for the other three heuristics are analogous. For the random heuristic a function is needed to generate random integers. Oracle provides DBMS RANDOM.VALUE(1,n), which delivers a random float number between 1 and n. The view for that heuristic is create view compare_spec_rand as SELECT Aspec.spectrumId, Aspec.n, Bspec.spectrumId, Bspec.n FROM ( select distinct P.spectrumID as AspectrumID, P2.spectrumID as BspectrumID from ( select P.spectrumID, FLOOR(DBMS_RANDOM.VALUE(1,P.n)) as rand_peakID from spectrum P ) P_peak, peaks P, peaks P2 where P_peak.spectrumID=P.spectrumID AND P.spectrumID < P2.spectrumID AND P_peak.rand_peakID=P.peakID AND (abs(P.c-P2.c)<=3 AND abs(P.h-P2.h)<=0.3) ) C, spectrum Aspec, spectrum Bspec where C.AspectrumId=Aspec.spectrumId AND C.BspectrumId=Bspec.spectrumId
Experiments
In this section we evaluate the proposed definition of duplicates and conduct experiments to investigate the tradeoff between the costs to check a certain number of candidate pairs for duplication and the costs to determine those candidate pairs.
2D-NMR Data
The substances included in the database are mostly secondary metabolites of plants and fungi. They cover a representative area of naturally occurring compounds and originate either from experiments or from simulations 2 based on the known structure of the compound. The database includes about 587 spectra with 3 to 35 peaks each, for a total of 7029. The peak distribution of all spectra in the database is shown in figure 5 left. The density in the peak space with all peaks in the database is shown in figure 5 right.
We generated larger data sets based on the real 2D-NMR data set while keeping the overall distribution of peaks. First, we estimated the mean of a Poisson distribution from the number of peaks per spectrum. The average number of peaks per spectrum is 12.3. The size of a newly generated spectrum is a random integer drawn from the Poisson distribution. In order to generate a new spectrum, we select a real spectrum at random and copy a fixed percentage p of 
Performance Results
We conducted experiments with artificially generated data of sizes 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, and 5000 spectra. All data sets include the set of real spectra as well as generated spectra. The set of duplicates was the same as for the real data in all cases, because it is unlikely that a duplicate is generated at random by our procedure.
First, we investigate how the number of candidate pairs found by a heuristic grows with the size of the data set. The results are shown in figure 6 (left). The naïve methods checks all n(n−1)/2 pairs, where n is the number of spectra. According to our argumentation in section 5.2 the optimal peak selecting heuristic minNN generates the smallest set of candidates. Because the shift-C and the shift-H coordinates are strongly correlated, the minC and minH as well as maxC and maxH respectively produce very similar results. Therefore, we present only the results for minC and maxC. The maxC heuristic produces only slightly more candidates. Random and minC are similar but have considerably more candidates than the optimal minNN heuristic. The better performance of maxC compared to minC and rand can be explained by the fact that the point density in the upper right corner of the peak space is lower than in the rest of the space (see figure 5 right) . We normalized the number of candidates by the heuristics to be precentages of the number of pairs checked by the naïve methods, shown in figure 6 (right). The figure shows that the fractions stays constants as the data set grows. This indicates that the advantage of the heuristics will not degrade as the peak space becomes more and more densely populated with peaks.
In figure 7 we report the total run times of the heuristics. As the costs to find the candidates are different for the heuristics, we cannot expect that the situation for the plot with the number of candidates directly carries over to the run times. It shows that the optimal heuristic has a larger run time than the other three heuristics, because the costs to generate the candidates are much higher. The maxC shows the best run time results because the number of generated candidates is low and the costs to generate those candidate are comparable to minC and rand. So maxC with the given SQL implementation is the best choice to find duplicates in 2D-NMR data.
In future work we will investigate other classes of heuristics than single peak selection. Examples for such heuristics are (i) length of convex hull and (ii) size of bounding box. Both quantities vary little for fuzzy duplicates, because a pair of spectra can be a fuzzy duplicate only if the difference between the lengths of the convex hulls are smaller than a threshold. The potentials of the heuristics are illustrated by the histograms in figure 8 , which show that only a small fraction of spectra have similar lengths of the convex hull and sizes of the bounding box respectively. The plots are generated from the set of real spectra. However, it is an open question how to set the threshold to guarantee that no false negatives are produced.
Conclusion
We proposed a simple and robust definition for fuzzy duplicates of 2D-NMR spectra, which allows for measurement errors as well as merged peaks. We tested the definition on real data and gave a quadratic algorithm which can be implemented in SQL. We also proposed a class of heuristics, namely single peak selecting heuristics, which help to save runtime.
We gave the optimal heuristic of that class, which produces the least number of candidate pairs. However, in case the heuristics are implemented in SQL, the optimal heuristic has a larger runtime than simpler heuristics. This is due to the larger costs of the optimal heuristic to generate the candidates. A comparison with respect to run time revealed that the maxC
